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5. NEW YORK

ROBBINS ARCHITECTURE

DOUGLAS C. WRIGHT ARCHITECTS

2. DALLAS + FORT WORTH

4. COLORADO

6. HOUSTON

SMITHARC ARCHITECTS

ANDREA SCHUMACHER INTERIORS

MARIE FLANIGAN INTERIORS

One of the most visually pleasing aspects of this Malibu,
California, oceanfront home’s streamlined kitchen is its
marble waterfall island with a custom solid teak wood bar
top that cantilevers asymmetrically.

A study in contrasts, this Dallas kitchen features a
limited yet rich palette of marble and glass set against
a background of warm, tactile oak planking.

Located on Lake Mendota in Madison, Wisconsin, this
home’s kitchen combines a livable modern feel with the
charm of the lake vernacular; expansive windows capture
the surrounding views.

Designed to celebrate the joys of travel, family and artful
living, this kitchen is one of two—one for entertaining
and one for working—located in a midcentury modern
Denver home.

This Short Hills, New Jersey, kitchen with a generous
island at its center features a mix of raw-wood cabinet
fronts, thick glass counters, tile and traditional glass-andwood upper cabinets.

Loved ones easily gather at this Bellaire, Texas, kitchen’s
double islands and dining table; custom iron cabinets
pair with Neolith counters, while sconces layer over a
backsplash of hand-molded subway tile.

7. A R I Z O N A

THE REFINED GROUP

Designed to reflect the client’s experiences in
the European countryside, this sophisticated
Phoenix kitchen is awash in sage green and
features custom lanterns, Calacatta countertops
and reclaimed beams.
8 . PA L M B E A C H | B R O WA R D

JMA INTERIOR DESIGN, INC.

Pale green subway tile sets the tone for this soft
Jupiter, Florida, space, while rift-cut oak on the
ceiling beams and vent hood surround adds
visual interest and texture.
9 . PA C I F I C N O R T H W E S T
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douglas c. wright architects: richard powers. marie flanigan interiors: julie soefer photography.

3. CHICAGO

HAEFELE DESIGN, INC.

architecture: steve hall, hall+ merrick photographers. andrea schumacher interiors: emily minton redfield.

1. LOS ANGELES

photos: haefele design, inc.: mark lohman photography. smitharc architects: stephen karlisch. robbins
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design: ryan garvin. jennifer robin interiors: paul dyer. geoff chick and associates: jack gardner.

5

baker interiors ltd.: lbiltd. haven design & construction: matthew niemann photography. blackband

photos: the refined group: werner segarra. jma interior design, inc.: brantley photography. leeann
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LEEANN BAKER INTERIORS LTD.

In Mercer Island, Washington, a home’s black,
white and brass color scheme was woven into
the kitchen to help it blend seamlessly with the
elegance of the surrounding living spaces.
10. AUSTIN + SAN ANTONIO

HAVEN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

This San Antonio kitchen answered the clients’
request for a light and airy space with white
walls, sleek finishes and a transitional-to-modern
style; European white-oak flooring adds warmth.
11. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

BLACKBAND DESIGN

Designed in collaboration with architect Robert
Sinclair and builder Andrew Patterson, this modern
Newport Beach, California, kitchen blends beauty
and functionality with high-gloss white lacquered
cabinetry and a spacious marble waterfall island.
12. SAN FRANCISCO

JENNIFER ROBIN INTERIORS

A neutral palette gives this Lake Tahoe,
California, kitchen year-round suitability, while
expansive pivot windows create a breathtaking
connection with the outdoors.
13. BEST OF THE REST

GEOFF CHICK AND ASSOCIATES
In Santa Rosa Beach, Florida, this kitchen
features a striking wall clad in marble tile
surrounding a custom stainless vent hood
fabricated by Saltwater Steel.

